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							OUR AERIAL LIFT RENTAL OPTIONS INCLUDE:
Scissor Lifts :
Scissor lifts are the ideal direct vertical elevation for almost any working at height need, our extensive range includes electric scissor lifts, slab scissor lifts, rough terrain scissor lifts, RT class scissor lifts, all terrain scissor lifts, tracked scissor lifts, diesel or bi-energy fuelled scissor lifts.
Boom Lifts :
Knuckle Boom Lifts are perfect for reaching up and over or around obstacles at height. Our inventory includes articulating boom lifts or Z booms, diesel knuckle boom lifts, all terrain knuckle boom lifts or rough terrain knuckle boom lifts, Jack Boom lift, Zebra 16 or Z16 boom, tracked boom lifts and electric knuckle boom lift.
Straight Boom Lifts are ideal for direct, maximum reach to work at height, we have a range of straight boom lifts or telescopic boom lifts.
Vertical Mast Lifts:
Work effectively and quickly at height with our range of vertical lifts, man lifts, mast lifts, one-man lifts, GRs and Star 10s.
Duct Lifts:
Duct lifters are the ideal access equipment for HVAC equipment installation and maintenance.
EWP Operator Training :
Yellow Card and Worksafe “WP” Licence via our partnerships with accredited RTOs.
FORKLIFT HIRE & SERVICES
Ideal for materials handling our wide range of LPG and diesel forklifts will meet your short and long-term hire needs.
OUR FORKLIFT RENTAL OPTIONS INCLUDE:
– Forklifts: gas forklifts, rough terrain forklifts, all terrain forklifts, Buggie forklifts, counterbalance forklifts
– Accessories and attachments available
– Forklift Operator Training: Worksafe “LF” Licence and “LO” Licence via our partnerships with accredited RTOs.
TELEHANDLER HIRE & SERVICES 
Designed to meet building and construction industry heavy lifting applications and materials handling, telehandlers have the unique ability to provide lifting and reach, driving productivity in the worksite.
OUR TELEHANDLER RENTAL OPTIONS INCLUDE:
– Telehandlers: 2.5 tonne and 3 tonne capacity telehandlers
– Accessories and attachments available
– Telehandler Operator Training: Gold Card and Worksafe “CN” Licence via our partnerships with accredited RTOs.
OTHER HIRE EQUIPMENT
We have a range of pallet jacks and other specialised equipment to support your hire needs:
WHAT IS ACCESS EQUIPMENT?
Access hire, elevated work platform hire, EWP hire, cherry picker rental and aerial lift rental are terms commonly and interchangeably referred to the rental of platform lift equipment and machinery used for height related access in the construction and building sector and many other related downstream industries.  Access hire equipment by Duralift can elevate you to work at height safely and quickly. All types of access equipment vary on how they function, reach and elevate you to the area you need to work at.
Whether it be boom lift hire, scissor lift hire, vertical mast lift hire or duct lift hire, Duralift has the right access equipment in our extensive range to suit your needs. Furthermore, Duralift also has a complete offering of telehandlers, forklifts, pallet jacks and accessories and attachments to support your projects.
QUALITY RENTAL EQUIPMENT THAT WORKS FOR YOU
There is nothing more frustrating than hiring a lift only to find that it won’t get the job done. At Duralift, we know what your business needs – affordable rental of quality aerial lift and material handing units. That’s why we’re proud to offer our hire clients in Melbourne a range of rental elevated work platforms from the best manufacturer brands including JLG, Genie, Athena and more that are sure to get the job done.
When you hire from Duralift – whether that’s for cherry picker hire in Melbourne or something else – you know that the equipment will work, be safe, and make your job easier. We are a young company that is just 10 years old with a relatively new fleet, ensuring smooth performance and the highest levels of reliability. Let us make your job site stable and safe with reliable EWP hire across Melbourne.
From moving equipment to cherry picker rentals, let Duralift help you with all of your elevated work platform hire. Along with a comprehensive range of aerial lift rental equipment, we offer accessories and attachments, as well as fundamental equipment like pallet jacks available for hire for the smooth, efficient running of your worksite.
CONTACT US FOR ACCESS HIRE IN MELBOURNE – AND A RANGE OF OTHER EQUIPMENT
Our qualified team can help you determine which lift and access hire equipment is best for your needs, to ensure you can move forward with your job without delay. For knuckle boom hire, Scissor Lift hire or Vertical Mast Lift hire you can’t go past our range of late-model units for rent from respected brands.
If you are looking for JLG hire in Melbourne, or other great global brands like Genie lifts and Athena scissor lifts for hire, we have your needs covered. JLG hire equipment such as our most popular 19ft scissor lift are constantly replenished with new stock. So, when you want to get the job done in the quickest, most cost-effective way possible, while keeping your workers safe, Duralift has the solution. Reach out today for a free quote and advice on your access hire EWP equipment. Give us a call on 1300 580 580 or contact us online and let us know more about the type of job you need to complete.
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		QUICK QUOTE
		

		Select Product*
PORTABLE GENERATOR - 9kVA Petrol
2.5 TONNE TELEHANDLER
3 TONNE TELEHANDLER
TELEHANDLER JIB - for 2.5t telehandler
TELEHANDLER JIB - for 3t telehandler
2.5T GAS FORKLIFT - CONTAINER MAST
2.5T GAS FORKLIFT – 6M LIFT HEIGHT
3T GAS FORKLIFT - CONTAINER MAST
2.5T BUGGIE MANITOU FORKLIFT
2.5T PALLET JACK
FORK ROTATOR
2.5 TONNE FORKLIFT JIB - 3.5m
2.5 TONNE FORKLIFT JIB - 2m
2.5 TONNE FORKLIFT JIB
TYNE EXTENSIONS
CONTAINER RAMP
2.5 TONNE PALLET JACK
TRAFFIC BOLLARD
LADDER
DUCT LIFT
GAS BOTTLE CAGE
FORKLIFT SAFETY CAGE
DUCT LIFT PLATE ATTACHMENT
10FT PUSH AROUND LIFT
STAR 6 MAST LIFT
MAST LIFT 1230ES
STAR 6 MAST LIFT
MAST LIFT GR20
STAR 10
VERTICAL PUSH AROUND LIFT
30FT ELECTRIC KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
JIBBI KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
34FT ELECTRIC KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
34FT DIESEL KNUCKLE BOOM
40FT ELECTRIC KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
45FT ELECTRIC KNUCKLE BOOM
45ft Diesel Knuckle Boom Lift - Extra Capacity
45FT DIESEL KNUCKLE BOOM
46FT DIESEL STRAIGHT BOOM LIFT
JACK BOOM
51FT DIESEL KNUCKLE BOOM
60FT ELECTRIC KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
60FT DIESEL KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
66FT DIESEL STRAIGHT BOOM LIFT
80FT DIESEL KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
86FT DIESEL STRAIGHT BOOM LIFT
125FT DIESEL KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
125FT DIESEL STRAIGHT BOOM LIFT
135FT DIESEL KNUCKLE BOOM LIFT
135FT DIESEL STRAIGHT BOOM LIFT
19FT ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
8M BI-LEVELLING ATHENA SCISSOR LIFT
26FT WIDE BI-ENERGY SCISSOR LIFT
26FT NARROW ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
26FT ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
26FT DIESEL SCISSOR LIFT
10M BI-LEVELLING ATHENA SCISSOR LIFT
32FT NARROW ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
32FT ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
32FT DIESEL SCISSOR LIFT
40FT NARROW ELECTRIC SCISSOR LIFT
40FT DIESEL SCISSOR LIFT
43FT DIESEL SCISSOR LIFT
53FT DIESEL SCISSOR LIFT
SCISSOR LIFT TRAILER
PIPE CRADLE - for electric scissor lifts
PIPE CRADLE - for diesel scissor lifts
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